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(Your tip on assuming the sale is below. But do read this first!) 

 

Greetings!

 

It always happens.

 

We’ll have a deadline for a special offer. We promote it. A lot.

 

The deadline passes.

 

Then people write and call. “Hey, I just saw this now.”

 

“I don’t get paid til Friday.”

 

“The dog ate my email.”

 

Anyhoo, welcome and congrats to the masses who took advantage of the amazing (a new
customer’s words) offer for Smart Calling Online.

 

And I wouldn’t normally give a second chance after we had a hard deadline, but I’m going to
be a bit of a softy here. With a reason.
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I’m going to reopen the Smart Calling Online Grand Opening special on Friday. At 10am
Eastern time, and make it available just until midnight Pacific.

 

And other than helping the folks who contacted me and asked if they could still get the offer,
I have an ulterior motive.

 

In addition to getting thousands of “what to say” examples of messaging, getting Smart
Calling Online will also qualify buyers for their invite to our new, private, exclusive Smart
Calling Facebook community, firing up on April 16th.

 

(Many of you have already qualified by getting our courses, Inner Circle membership, etc.
And I’ll announce the other options next week to get in.)

 

Again, the details: The Smart Calling Online Grand (Re)Opening, Friday, April 6, 10am
Eastern until midnight Pacific. At that time, go to http://smartcallingonline.com/main/ (The
price will change at that time from the regular everyday investment, to the crazy $395 rate.)

 

OK, on to the tip.

 

Which, by the way, I took directly out of the Smart Calling Online archives.

 

https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/58054/e09b742af19d336a/67278938/04a3da918a31bd2b
https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/58042/ea3a9a393b3215b2/67278938/04a3da918a31bd2b
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When to Assume the Sale, and  
Not Look Like an A--
A reader emailed me with a question, looking for information on “assuming the sale.” I'll
share the answer with you as well.

You need to be careful here. The old school, tactical methods of selling say that you should
“assume the sale as soon as the prospect shows some interest.”

I disagree.

That's annoying, salesy, cheesy, and wrong in most cases.

It makes the salesperson look like an a--.

And you've probably had it happen to you.

For example, you're in a car dealership, or worse, sitting through a timeshare sales
presentation, not even close to the point of buying, and the sales rep is filling out something
that appears to be a contract!

(They disguise it as, “just taking down some information.”)

Or consider the sales rep who uses the old “Assumptive Close” and says, “Where will we be
delivering this to?”, to which the prospect responds, “I never said I even wanted it yet!”  

In all of these cases, the prospect had not yet crossed the emotional buying bridge, and felt
uneasy being subjected to the tactics. 
 

The “Buying Bridge” Theory

When people buy, they ultimately pass over a bridge that takes them from indecision, to the
decision to purchase.  

Try to assume the sale before they even get close to the bridge, and you're dead in the
water—under the bridge. In other cases, they've already crossed it, when they call you to
order, for example.  

Our job as salespeople is to recognize where they are, help them cross the bridge, and
ultimately get the final commitment.

Where they are in relation to the bridge determines how you should handle the call. Here
are some signals and courses of action. 
 

When they’re close to the bridge:
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They not only talk about a need they have, but mention doing something about it. “We have
been considering making a change.”

Your Action: Get them thinking more about the reasons they’re interested in doing
something. This will fire up the problem or need driving them. “What are some of the
reasons causing you to consider changing?”  

 

When they’re on the bridge:

They speak in future terms of what they will get as a result of what you’re offering. “I believe
it’s something that all of the employees would benefit from.”

Your Action: Ask more questions to strengthen their beliefs, “In what different ways do you
think they would benefit?” This way they make the journey on their own. A much stronger
sale.

 

When they’ve crossed the bridge:

Listen for indicators of mental possession, meaning they’ve already begun enjoying--in their
mind--the results of what you can deliver:

“I think we’d bring all of our reps in town for the training.”

Your Action: Solidify the details. It's here where you can assume the sale, because THEY
have.

“That sounds like a good idea. Do you have a location in mind?”

Here are some other ideas to help them further visualize owning and using the results of
what you sell. For example,

“... and when you use the new machine you’ll notice...?”

“... and who do you think you’d designate as the main user?”

“... where do you think you’d put it?”

“... how would that work in your office?"

 

Assuming the sale is a good technique—when used at the right time, in the right way.

(This is just one of the over 1600 pieces of sales messaging that you’ll get in Smart Calling
Online. Take advantage of the Second Chance Grand (re)Opening Friday, April 6, at 10am
Eastern at http://smartcallingonline.com/main/)

Continue making it your best week ever! 

https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/linkClick/58052/4b79ba57c8f198a5/67278938/04a3da918a31bd2b
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Was This Forwarded to You? Get these Tips delivered to your inbox each week.  
Sign up here and see back issues.

 

Reprint These Tips. We welcome, and encourage the reprinting of these Tips in your
online or print publication, WHEN proper credit is given. Please email SmartCalling @
Gmail.com with your request and we will provide the credit line.

 

 

 

 

 

See This in Your Browser https://bbp.infusionsoft.com/app/hostedEmail/67278938/
04a3da918a31bd2b
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